and queerly combine pedagogy, collage, and the international. Using collage as a metaphor, a subject of study, and a way of studying the international, the authors show us how shifting away from traditional centers of attention by "smashing containers" has the potential to trouble not only established conceptions of sexuality and intimacy but also territoriality and theory.
Our Conversations Section focuses on popular art and the experiences it enables, particularly through creating spaces in which to think free of overt oppression. Concerned with the violences of epistemic injustice, these pieces range from tapestry, to subversive border work, and to the queering possibilities of artistic practices, always providing glimpses into different ways of wandering, wondering, and being in the world.
We understand so little of the world of global and international politics that we say we care so much about. We touch so little of it in our academic endeavors, especially through our profusion of words. A broadened and enriched world of meaning about global and international politics can be perceived through the visual arts. Images leave traces. By refocusing our readers' analytic lenses and our visual senses on the political import of imagesand some of their traceswe hope to transmit more and different insights about global politics.
